Three-dimensional structure of T3 connector purified from overexpressing bacteria.
The bacteriophage T3 connector has been purified from overexpressed protein in Escherichia coli, harboring a plasmid containing the gene encoding p8 protein. The connector, which is composed of 12 copies of p8, has been crystallized in two-dimensional sheets and studied by electron microscopy from negatively stained specimens. A two-dimensional Fourier filtering and averaging procedure was performed with crystalline specimens. In addition, single particle averaging techniques were used with other preparations. The average images obtained from these two approaches gave similar results. A three-dimensional reconstruction from two-dimensional crystals of T3 connectors was obtained by collecting several sets of tilted views and using standard Fourier procedures. The resolution of the three-dimensional map was 1.65 nm. The reconstructed connector shows two main domains: a wider one with 12 small units in the periphery and with an external diameter of 14.9 nm, and a smaller one with 8.5 nm diameter. The height of the reconstructed connector has been determined to be around 8.5 nm. The reconstruction clearly shows an internal open channel running along the longitudinal axis of the particle and having an average diameter of 3.7 nm.